HydrOpti- optimal water management in hydraulic
fracturing operations

Client: Various

Natural gas plays an important role in meeting growing energy demands around the world due to
its widespread availability, ease of transport, and its efficient and clean combustion. The growing
demand has led to exploration and development of unconventional natural gas resources such as
shale gas.

The drilling, completion, and hydraulic fracturing of wells require large amount of water, around
5,000-20,000 m3 of water in a short period and that makes water management a major challenge
for the Oil and Gas companies producing shale gas. Stricter environmental regulations and
growing public concerns are also driving efforts to reduce the volumes of freshwater that are
used by industry. Some options under consideration include:
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Common issues for water sourcing include access to water near drilling sites, seasonal variation in
water availability, complexity of acquiring permits for usage of fresh water, and ever-increasing
transport costs. In addition to these issues for water sourcing, there are challenges for disposing
wastewater produced from the fracturing process. There are limitations in accessing disposal
wells and the amount of water that can be disposed. The increasing regulations on the fresh
water use and tightening water disposal limits have forced the industry to look for the most costefficient methods to handle the water in the shale gas development. Process Ecology presents
HydrOpti, an innovative cloud-based tool that uses a new optimization technique to improve water
management and consequently the operational cost of the water management in shale gas
production.

To identify alternative strategies that minimize operating cost, HydrOpti includes the following cost
elements:
- Transport costs between operations (by Pipe or by Truck).
- Cost of acquiring water from a source.
- Cost of disposing the waste water.
- Storage (C-Ring) rental cost.
- Water treatment cost.
The software relies on advanced optimization algorithms to identify the optimal allocation
strategies in a network that includes the following operations:
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Based on the proposed drilling schedules, location information and economics, HydrOpti can
propose alternatives for minimum cost operation:

With modern and intuitive user interfaces, HydrOpti is an invaluable tool to determine water
management strategies and plans for hydraulic fracturing. Please contact us to learn more about
our approach to optimal water management.
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